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Introduction & Best Practices

Introduction- The number one  goal of this plan is to safely return all students to learning in the building
and return to best instructional practices eliminating the learning loss that has occurred over the past 18
months. This document will provide information regarding the plan to return to normal for the
2021-2022 school year. Unfortunately, Covid is not going away. According to Dr. Damsker with the Bucks
County Health Department, we will continue to have strains of Covid just as we have other diseases and
infections. This plan is informed by guidance from the Bucks County Health Department, the PA State
Health Department, Pennsylvania Department of Education, Archdiocese of Philadelphia Office of
Catholic Education, and information from leading medical officials such as the Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia. All of which have recommended a return to in the building learning and a variety of safety
protocols. Our plan below takes their recommendations into consideration and will largely follow local
guidance from the Bucks County Health Department. We understand that these are fluid times and that
over time some adjustments may need to be made. We will continue to work with local officials and
monitor Covid and other illnesses in our local area and within the Saint Andrew community.

Partnership and Monitoring Health - Catholic elementary schools are inherently a partnership between
the parent and the school. At this time, an even greater partnership is needed. It is our goal to open up
this school year as close to normal as possible. As we did last year, we must work together. The number
one thing that needs to carry over from the 2020-2021 school year is our partnership. Most importantly,
this means that parents need to keep their children home who are experiencing symptoms such as:
fever, chills, cough, shortness of breath or difficulty breathing, fatigue, muscle or body aches,
headache, new loss of taste or smell, sore throat, congestion or runny nose, nausea or vomiting,
diarrhea. When a child experiences these symptoms, he/she should stay home and get tested or seen by
a doctor and medically cleared to return to school. Testing is widely available with most results returning
within 24 hours. If a student has a slightly runny nose or allergies, he/she should wear a mask to school
to add an extra layer of precaution. In addition, the nurse may make the decision for a student to wear a
mask if they believe it is necessary. With parental cooperation, we will be able to keep the school open
and safe. While awaiting any household test for any family member, students within that family may
continue to attend school wearing a mask. Please make sure FACTS has the correct emergency contact
information, and please confirm that your emergency contacts are comfortable picking up your sick child
and can do so in 30 minutes or less.

Social Distancing - In most instances, students will be spaced at least 3 feet when inside the building.

Masking -
As of 8/31/21, the state of PA has mandated masking in all schools when students are indoors with
limited exceptions. Students are not required to wear masks outdoors, during physical activity (P.E.), and
while eating.
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Cleaning - The school will continue our enhanced cleaning from 20-21. This will include cleaning and
sanitizing common and high-touch areas throughout the day. The building will also be cleaned each
night.

Classroom

● Students will be seated at least 3 feet apart from each other in most instances. They may push
desks together to work with a partner or in a small group when needed. When needed, teachers
may teach behind a large plexiglass screen (acting as a barrier/shield), so students may see the
teacher’s face and work on specific skills.

Cafeteria During Lunch

● As they have in the past, students will be assigned seats at lunch based on their homeroom.
Seating will be at least 3 feet apart and staggered so that no one is directly across from another
student. Tables have always and will continue to be cleaned after each use. Our AC system in the
cafeteria also has a built-in ventilation system. If needed, windows can be opened for further
ventilation.

Positive Case/Household Positive/Exposure/Quarantine

● Parents should notify the school administration if their child(ren) test positive for Covid, there is
a household member that is positive, or they were exposed to Covid.

● When notified of positive student/staff cases or a household positive, Saint Andrew will notify
and consult with BCHD and OCE to determine the proper quarantine practice and length.

○ Students/staff must quarantine at home for 10 days from onset of symptoms.
○ Household Positive Contacts must isolate for 10 days or can be tested after 5 days of

isolation and return on day 8 from isolation.
● Contact Tracing will take place when we are made aware of a positive case. If there are any

instances of school exposure, we will notify those families as soon as possible. Since we are
following the masking mandate and guidelines, there should be very limited possibilities of
exposure in the school.

● In alignment with BCHD, Saint Andrew will not send school-wide communication regarding
positive cases of COVID-19.

● Any student (grades 1-8) that must quarantine at home will receive asynchronous work via
packets and/or Google Classroom. Students may receive limited synchronous instruction during
core classes through an Ipad/Zoom in the student’s classroom(s). Interaction with classmates
and the teacher(s) will be limited.
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Sanitizer and Washing of Hands

● The best way to prevent the spread of communicable illness is still best hygiene practices.
Washing of hands and the use of hand sanitizer will still be encouraged. Sanitizing stations have
been mounted in each classroom and placed in common areas.

Staff Information

● All staff will wear masks when in the presence of others.

● All staff are expected to self-affirm that they are symptom-free and fever-free without

medication.

Sick Student at School

Picking Up a Sick Student from the Nurse’s Office

● If a student has multiple symptoms of COVID-19, a cough, or a fever, they will be sent
home.

■ While waiting they will be kept away from other students in the nurse's office.
● Please make sure FACTS has the correct emergency contact information, and please

confirm that your emergency contacts are comfortable picking up your sick child and can
do so in 30 minutes or less.

Student is Sent Home due to illness

● Students must remain at home for at least 2 school/business days and remain fever free
for at least 24 hours with no medication.

○ If a doctor medically clears the student and provides documentation, the
student can return to school the following day.

● Siblings of a student with an illness will also be evaluated by the school nurse.

Travel

● At this time, there are no travel restrictions.
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Vaccination Information

● At this time, vaccinations are not required for students and staff.
● BCHD continues to encourage all eligible persons to receive vaccinations (currently age 12 and

up). Dr. Damsker further stated on 7/25:
○ Hospitalization and ICU numbers in Bucks County have remained the same - very low.

Almost all of them continue to be in unvaccinated people.  (Most vaccinated patients
have been asymptomatic and simply admitted for other reasons, and were only tested
upon admission.  None of the vaccinated people have been critically ill from COVID yet.)

○ All Bucks County deaths so far have been in unvaccinated people.
○ Those that are vaccinated continue to be protected against serious illness from Delta.

Breakthrough infections are occurring but have been mild, meaning the vaccines are
working just as they were intended.  COVID will most likely be with us in perpetuity, like
the other handful of existing naturally-circulating coronaviruses.

○ I would advise that we continue strongly encouraging all staff and students to get the
vaccine as soon as they are eligible.

● The Pope, USCCB, and the Catholic Church continue to recommend vaccinations for all.
○ "I believe that morally everyone must take the vaccine," the pontiff said in a Jan. 10

interview for Italy's TG5 news program. "It is the moral choice because it is about your
life but also the lives of others."

● As we receive vaccine information, we will share it with our school community.
● If you have a difference of opinion regarding the vaccine, we respect that; however, our job is to

create the safest school environment possible, and share the information that our health and
Catholic leaders support.

Visitors/Volunteers

● Visitors and Volunteers will be welcome to return in most capacities.
○ Regardless of vaccination status, all volunteers and visitors in the building must be

masked.
● Parents are welcome to attend Class Mass and All School Liturgies
● Classroom Visitors must be invited by homeroom teachers and scheduled in advance.
● Parent volunteers in the cafeteria/recess and at arrival or dismissal are welcome, but times must

be scheduled through the front office. Volunteers must follow a consistent schedule.
● Clearances must be on file at Saint Andrew with Kathleen Kajmo.

https://www.tgcom24.mediaset.it/televisione/papa-francesco-al-tg5-per-la-politica-questo-non-il-momento-di-rompere-lunit_27455525-202102a.shtml
https://www.tgcom24.mediaset.it/televisione/papa-francesco-al-tg5-per-la-politica-questo-non-il-momento-di-rompere-lunit_27455525-202102a.shtml
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A Return to Normal Means:

● CARES will begin at 6:30 AM and end at 6:00 PM.
● Older students will transition in the hallways with their classmates to other classrooms.
● Students may be seated in groups to foster a collaborative learning environment.
● All students will rotate to specials classrooms.
● Students are welcome to bring their own supplies. Some school supplies will be shared.
● Students will play with their grade level at recess.
● Lunch will return to the cafeteria for K-8. As in the past, they will eat with their homeroom in

assigned seats. Some additional spacing may be required.
○ Students may bring their own lunch or purchase their lunch via Aramark and lunch lines.

● Class Masses will return to the Marian Room.
● Sacrament Retreats will return for corresponding grades.
● Chapel/Adoration will return by homeroom.
● Prayer Families will return to the Chapel.
● We are looking to schedule field trips, but they may be limited due to venue restrictions,

recommendations, moving health guidelines, and non-refundable deposits.
● All School Liturgies will return.
● After School Activities will return as normal.
● Parent Teacher Conferences will return to being held in person.
● Dates for Home and School Events have been planned and are on the calendar.
● There will not be a virtual school option for absences. Sick students may complete work

asynchronously from home using Google Classroom.


